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the St. Pancras school, and to further this end free dinners, ch:

or at least dinners under cost price, are provided for nursing con

mothers. These dinners form part of a purely voluntary and Th

charitable enterprise ; they have no socialistic significance is

and are only supplied to genuinely necessitous cases. The ch

whole scheme, however, has the support and goodwill wc

of the municipal authorities and, like the organisations qu
of Huddersfield and St. Marylebone, it should fulfil W

the conditions so admirably postulated by Mrs. SIDNEY ca

WEBB as essential for all enterprises of this kind. ac

It represents "voluntary work in a municipal setting." at

The St. Marylebone scheme is perhaps as good an te

example of such combined municipal and voluntary work so

as can be found in the metropolitan area. The medical he

officer of health, with all the machinery of his department tb

and with two paid female inspectors, works hand in hand nu

with a voluntary health society which includes among its m
members representatives of the Poor-law administration, of as

the Charity Organisation Society, of the local medical a)

charities, and of church institutions ; the services are also m

requisitioned of a large staff of efficient health visitors. With b;
the putting into force at the commencement of this year of sl

the Act for the early notification of births the public health ti

department will be informed of the births occurring in the ir

borough, so that all infants who belong to the class for tl

whom the scheme provides can be visited within a few days t(

of birth by one of the sanitary inspectors or by a well- w

qualified health visitor. Such infants are then kept under h

supervision and if the need of additional help of a medical d

character should arise the case can be referred to the h

"infant consultations" at the St. Marylebone General d

Dispensary. These "infant consultations," which were the a

first to be established in this country and which had their v

origin in France in the late Professor BuDirr’s admirable 1]

work, are excellently equipped and undertake the hygienic d

and medical supervision of infants during the first year of b

life. 1

The whole problem of infant mortality is, as it were, a

hedged in by a closed ring of defences constituting a 
vicious cycle of contributory factors which act and react upon 
one another, and these must be attacked independently and (

individually if any impression is to be made on the citadel (

itself. Ignorance and indifference on the part of the parents, 
hereditary and constitutional disabilities latent in the infant,
unsatisfactory housing and hygienic conditions, and often a
debased moral environment are all important and essential
elements in the general ensemble of factors which determine
the high mortality among infants belonging to the poor
classes. Some of the early engagements which distinguished
the opening of the campaign against this unnecessary evil
showed a lamentable want of appreciation of the strength
of the enemy and displayed regrettable ignorance of the

sociological intricacies of the problem. For instance,

many believed that infant milk depots, municipal or other-
wise, were the key to the situation. The good that may
be done and the harm that may be prevented by
such depots are both immense, but the insufficiency of

these expedients in certain directions is apparent to all.
Milk depots or the free feeding of infants do not

dissipate parental ignorance, nor do they inculcate

those elements of self-reliance, resource, and moral

naracter on which the conduct of the home and

consequently the rearing of children so closely depend.
’he logical corollary to State or municipal feeding of infants-
; a similar form of feeding for older children, and if of

hildren why not of the mother who brings the child into the
7orld ? Milk depots do not, in fact, touch the heart of the
uestion ; they do not attack the enemy at a vulnerable point.
Ve have made our mistakes and are now conducting the

ampaign on more promising lines. We are gradually
.ccomplishinga general investment and making simultaneous,
attacks from several quarters. In our schools we are

eaching the children the principles of hygiene and whole-
iome living ; we are teaching our girls how to become good
iousewives and mothers. Nor do we neglect to instruct.

ihose who are already mothers; if necessary we feed the-

mrsing woman, we even sometimes feed the expectant
nother, through the instrumentality of such organisations-
as the St. Pancras school for mothers. This school is

an excellent example of the good that such institutions

may perform in teaching parents how to do their duty
by the State without loss of independence. The little-

shilling book which lies before us is truly a sign of the
times and a finger-post to guide us in the direction

in which our efforts can be best expended. For-

this little work Sir THOMAS BARLOW has written a very

telling introduction which in itself makes the book of value,
while Dr. J. F. J. SYKES, the energetic medical officer of

health and the moving spirit of the St. Pancras venture,.
describes the evolution of the new scheme. Incidentally
he warns his readers of the danger of the indiscriminate-

distribution of literature bearing on the subject of the

artificial feeding of infants, and, further, he tells us that

when in St. Pancras there was an inclination to establish a,

milk dep6b he gradually came to the conclusion that the
distribution of bottled milk for infants of suckling age would-
be putting into concrete form the abstract teaching of

leaflets on artificial feeding. Various other contributors who"

are interested in the St. Pancras school help to make this
excellent little book not only interesting reading but also
a valuable guide to those who are contemplating the

establishment of similar undertakings for the improvement
of the conditions in which the children of the poor are

brought up.

The Hampstead General Hospital.A 
- __ 

OUR readers have been kept aware of the facts concern--
ing the proposed amalgamation of the Hampstead Genera1!
and North-West London Hospitals and the resultant difficulty,
as to the staffing of the combined institutions. The points
of view of the present medical staff and the council of the
former hospital have been placed before them and the dis-
pute has reached its present stage by the decision of a small

majority of the Hampstead governors to effect the amalga-
mation under certain conditions. These are that the present.
members of the senior staff should be retained for a term.

of years and replaced by consultants as their places fall’

vacant; while the present junior medical officers are-

declared ineligible for the senior posts unless they adopt-
purely consultant practice, and this in spite of the fact that
one of them holds the Fellowship of the English College
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